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                             COURSE  IT  INITIATION  FOR  ADULTS 50+ 
 
 
                 In the period 22 to 25 / 05.2012 was held first initiation IT course for adults 50+ in 
implementation of the project  Active Aging With Knowledge and Experience / Awake, national 
identification numbers GRU - 11 - P - LP - 130 - GJ - LP. 
             The course IT initiation for adults 50 + has 3 modules and was developed in the computer lab 
(25 computers connected to Internet) College "Michael the Brave" Bumbesti – Jiu, city Bumbesti – Jiu, 
the county of Gorj, in the Partnership Agreement nr.867/79 of 10.05.2012. 
 

 
 
           The implementation team Awake Project, starting in October 2011, has worked for 
development in good conditions of  the course IT initiation for adults 50 +. 
          

 
 
     When evaluating of the course (28-29 / 05.2012) have been identified the following results: 

1. Were developed and applied three types of questionnaires, to identify : 
� educational needs of adults 50 +; 
� predominant learning styles of adults 50 + and need to use the method "adult-centered 
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learning"; 
� importance of learning sheets for adults 50 + in the non-formal and informal education 

system; 
� need to use the learning sheets to writing and editing support course IT initiation of adults 

50 +; 
2. It was established content of 3 modules initiation in IT: 

� each module was centered on a unit of competence; 
� the modules have been structured   in the learning units; 
� for each learning unit was achieved a sheet of learning; 
� each sheet of learning contain minimum a practical application; 

3. 9 (new) adult 50 + have participated to course IT initiation  between 22 to 25 / may 2012; they have 
promoted final evaluation test; 

4. It has been adapted method "student-centered learning" to method "adult-centered learning"; 
5. Educational activity  was provided  of two trainers, they worked as volunteers (a trainer is adult 50 

+); 
6. We have established strategy for conducting a educational program in the informal system for 

adults 50 +, by intergenerational cooperation 
 
 
 
 
 
 


